
Basic Permissions

Permissions in Linux control access to files and directories and are really simple! Just how
simple you ask? Well there are just 3 permissions in total!

These permissions are

read : r
write : w
execute : x

!!! NOTE !!!

We always write them out in that order

Permissions impact files differently to directories.

For files

If you want to Then you need Abbreviated form

See the contents of a file read r--

Run an executable read and execute r-x

Change the contents of a file read and write rw-

For directories

If you want to Then you need Abbreviated form

Change to a directory read and execute r-x

Do a directory listing read and execute r-x

Create a file in a directory read and write rw-

Delete a file from a directory read and write rw-



These permissions may be applied to 3 different entities:

user : u
group : g
others : o

!!! NOTE !!!

We always write them out in that order

As you can see, the abbreviation for that is UGO - remember that!

The user refers to the user who created the file (or directory) so it’s referred to as the
owning user. Ownership may be transferred but only by the root user. So even if you own a
file, you cannot change that ownership to another user. The owner can however modify
the permissions of a file.

The group refers to the group associated with a file (or directory). The group which is by
default associated with a newly created file is the primary group of the user who is creating
that file. The group is therefore also called the owning group because it is the primary
group of the owning user. This may be transferred only by root.

So given a user called fred who is a member of the groups fred, flintstones, wbs and
bedrockers. If flintstones is his primary group then all files created by fred will have the
group flintstones set as the (owning) group.

Others is everyone who is not the (owning) user nor a member of the (owning) group. No
one is ever ‘made a member’ of others. You’re automatically qualified as others if you’re 1)
not the owning user or 2) not a member of the owning group.



Your permissions may be modified using a GUI tool called Nautilus. We’re going to run
Nautilus as the user root so that we can transfer ownership and modify permissions of files
which we don’t have access to.

To make the permissions easier to understand we’re going to ask you to open a terminal
and use the su - command. Now type in root’s password and then run the following
command:

gconftool-2 --type bool --set
/apps/nautilus/preferences/show_advanced_permissions true



Now hit ALT + F2 and run the following command:

beesu nautilus

This will start Nautilus as root.

Now navigate to the /etc directory and right click on the services file and select
Properties > Permissions

!!! TIP !!!

To navigate to a particular directory either enter CTRL + L and type the name of the
directory or alternatively click the notepad icon at the top left of the Nautilus window

What this now reveals is that the owning user is root  and this is also the owning group
associated with the file.

The user root is read and write permissions while the group root only had read. Others
also only have the read permission.

So if you’re logged on as root, what permissions do you have given that you’re the owning
user and you’re also a member of the owning group?

Permissions are evaluated in order - remember UGO from earlier?

When determining access to a file your Linux system ultimately goes through the following
process:

1. Is the user accessing the file the owning user? If yes then set the permissions
associated with the owning user of the file and process no further.

2. If the user in question is not the owning user but Is a member of the owning group
associated with the file then set the permissions associated with the owning group
of the file and process no further.

3. If the answer to the above is no, then the user has the permissions associated with
others.



So let’s change the permissions for that file now so that:

● the user tux has read,write and execute permissions
● the group dip has read permissions
● others have no permissions

It’s really simple with the GUI as you simply have to use the drop down box and use the
selector boxes.



You may have noticed the Special flags section. These are special permissions essentially
and have specific purposes.

Set User ID

The Set User ID (suid) permission is given to executable files when you want other users to
execute a command as the owning user of the file.

Set Group ID bit

The Set Group ID bit may be allocated to both files and directories but the behaviour is very
different. The Set Group ID bit is largely set on directories but when set on executable files
its behavior is similar to the SetUID bit but instead of affecting the owning user, it is
applicable to the owning group. (i.e. the executable runs with the permissions of the



owning group and now with the permissions of the user attempting to run the executable).

Primarily, the SetGID bit is set on directories to insure that the owning group of newly
created files in the directory is the same as the owning group of the directory on which the
bit is set. This is primarily done on collaborative directories to insure that members of a
group always have the access they require to newly created files in a directory.

Sticky Bit

The sticky bit permission protects directory contents from non-owners deleting them.
This is fantastic for collaborative directories where you want users to be able to create
files in a directory but you don’t want others to delete files which they don’t necessarily
own.

Activities

● Create a new directory called /data
● Create the users fred and wilma who are members of the group flintstones which

you also need to create
● Make sure that fred has rwx permissions to /data and wilma has rx to /data


